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Abstract. The aim of this paper is to  study ample semigroups by using natural partial orders on 
abundant semigroups.    After giving some properties and characterizations of abundant quasi-ideals  
on ample semigroups, we  prove that  there exists an idempotent-separating good congruence   on 
an abundant quasi-ideal M of an arbitrary ample semigroup S, which can be extended to an 
idempotent-separating good congruence on S.  In this paper, we develop an approach to the structure 
of ample semigroups inspired by the semigroup algebra theory of Mario petrich for inverse 
semigroups.  

Introduction 

 The concepts of the natural partial orders on an abundant semigroup were introduced by Lawson [5] 
in 1987.   After that, various classes of abundant semigroups are researched (see, [ 4, 7 ] )by 
considering the natural partial orders on abundant semigroup.   In this paper, we shall study the 
IC-abundant semigroups by considering their natural partial orders and (bi-)order ideals. In particular, 
we will consider abundant quasi-ideals  on ample semigroups. Some properties  on IC-abundant 
semigroups and ample semigroups will be described in terms of their natural partial orders and their  
abundant quasi-ideals. We shall proceed as follows:  section 2 provides some known results. In 
section 3, we give some characterizations of the abundant quasi-ideals on IC-abundant semigroups 
(e.g., IC-quasi-adequate semigroups).  The last section we consider the abundant quasi-ideals  and 
idempotent-separating good congruence extensions on ample semigroups.  

Preliminaries 

 Here we provide some known results used repeatedly in the sequal. At first, we recall some basic 
facts about the relation *L  and *R . 
  LemmaII .1[1]  Let S be a semigroup and ,a b S . Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) *aL b ( *aR b );  (2) for all 1,x y S ( )ax ay xa ya  if and only if ( ).bx by xb yb      
     CorollaryII .1 [1] Let S be a semigroup and 2,a e e S  .Then *aL e ( *aR e ) if and only if 

( )a ae a ea   and for all 1,x y S ( )ax ay xa ya  implies ( ).bx by xb yb   
Evidently, *L is a right congruence while *R  is a left congruence.  For convenience, we denote by 

a  [ *a ]  a typical idempotent *R related  [ *L related ] to .a  *
aL  ( *

aR ) denotes the *L class ( *R class ) 
containing .a  And ( )E T  denotes the set of idempotents of T ; Re ( )g T  denotes the set of regular 
elements of .T  We denote by ( )V a  the set of all inverses of .a A semigroup S  is called abundant [3] 

if and only if each *L class and each *R class contains at least one idempotent. An abundant semigroup 
S  is called quasi-adequate[2] if its set of idempotents constitutes a subsemigroup ( i.e., its set of 
idempotents is a band). Moreover, a quasi-adequate semigroup is called adequate [6]if its bands of 
idempotents is a semilattice (i.e., the idempotents commute). An abundant semigroup S is called 
ample[6], if  for all Saee  ,2 , aaeae  )( and .)( *eaaea  Follwing[1], an abundant semigroup 
S is called idempotent-connected,  for short, IC, provided for each a S  and for some *,a a , there 
exists a bijection  : *a a    such that ( )xa a x  for all ,x a   where a   [resp. 

*a  ] is the subsemigroup of S  generated by the set { ( ) : }y E S y ya a y     
[resp. * *{ ( ) : }y E S y ya a y   ]. In fact, an ample semigroup is an IC-adequate semigroup and vice 
versa.  Evidently, for  an arbitrary adequate semigroup S , its each *L class and each *R class   contains 
exactly one idempotent (i.e., S   is both *L - and *R - unipotent).  
    DefinitionII .1[5] Let S be an abundant semigroup. We define three relations on S , as follows: 
  (1) * *,r a ba b R R    and there exists an idempotent *

af R  such that ;a fb  
  (2) * * ,l a ba b L L    and there exists an idempotent *

ae L  such that ;a be  
  (3) ,r l   i.e. a b   there exist idempotents ,e f such that .a eb bf   
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      Lemma II .2 [ 5 ] Let S be an abundant semigroup and ,a b S . Then ra b  if and only if there 
exists * *( ), ( )a be R E S f R E S    such that a eb  and .e f  
       Lemma II .3 [ 5] Let S be an abundant semigroup. Then S is IC if and only if .r l   
       Lemma II .4 [ 6] Let  S be an ample semigroup,  Sba ,  and ba  .  Then for  all Sc  

, ,ac bc ca cb a b     and ** ba  . 
       We recall from [1] that a semigroup homomorphism TS  : is a  good homomorphism, if for 
all elements ba,  of S ,  bSaL )(*  implies  bTLa )(* and bSaR )(*  implies  bTRa )(* .  We say 
that a congruence   on a semigroup S  is a good congruence if the natural homomorphism from S  
onto /S  is good.  As defined in [9], a congruence   on a semigroup S  is an 
idempotent-separating congruence, if for all )(, SEfe   the equality  fe   implies that fe  .  
From [1],   we quote 
      Lemma II .5 [ 1] Let  be a congruence on an abundant semigroup S  and Sa . Then  is good  
if and only if    ** )/( aSLa and   aSRa )/(* . 
       Lemma II .6 [ 4] Let  be a good congruence on a quasi-adequate semigroup S . Then  is 
idempotent-separating   if and only if  .*H  
      Let  M  be a subsemigroup of a semigroup S .  We say that M is a quasi-ideal of S if 

MMSM  .  A quasi-ideal M is called  abundant, if  M is an abundant semigroup.  For an arbitrary 
semigroup S ,  a subset F of the set of idempotents )(SE  is called order ideal of )(SE , if  for all 

, ( ), .f F e E S e f e F       In particular, if ,, Ffe  ),( feS , the we call F a bi-order 
ideal of ( )E S ,  where  fgggeegfefSEgfeS  ,:)(),( . 

Properties of abundant quasi-ideals on  IC-quasi-adequate semigroups 

The aim of this section is  to give some properties and characterizations of the natural partials on 
IC-quasi-adequate  semigroups. 
       PropositionIII.1  Let S be an IC quasi-adequate semigroup and Q  a quasi-ideal of S . AQ  
denotes the set of abundant elements of S  . Then  the following statements are true: 

(1) )(QE  is a bi-order ideal of )(SE ;        (2) AQ  is  an order ideal of S ;   
(3) AQ is an abundant quasi-ideal of S ;     (4) AQ is an IC-quasi-adequate semigroup. 

       Proof.  (1) Let  )(),( SEfQEe   such that f e .  Then .f ef fe efe QSQ Q      Hence 
).(QEf    Suppose that ).(, QEgf    Since S is a quasi-adequate semigroup, we have that fg  is 

an idempotent element of S . Let x be an inverse element of fg . We can see that 
gxf ).(),( QEfeS     
Therefore, )(QE  is a bi-order ideal of )(SE . 
 (2) We first prove that AQ is an abundant subsemigroup of S .  To see it,  let AQba , . Then there 

are )(, * QEba  such that a *R )(Q a  and b *L *)( bQ .  Note that ab *L )(S *)(ab . Again since 
*L is a right congruence,  we have ab *L )(S *)(ab *b .  Obviously, *)(ab *b ( )E S , *)(ab *b .*bl  

Note that S is IC. By Lemma II. 3, we have that *)(ab *b .*b   Thus *)(ab *b ).(QE   Therefore, 

ab *L )(Q *)(ab *b . Similarly, ab  *R )(Q .)(  aba   This means that AQ  is an abundant  subsemi- 
group of S .   
      Next, we prove that AQ is an order ideal of S . To see it, let AQaSx  , such that ax  . Then 

afeax  , where ).(),( **
xx LEfREe   Hence .eaax   .  Again since Q is a quasi-ideal of S , 

we have .Qx   On the other hand,  since *R  is a left congruence, we get that xax  *R eaS )( . 

Obviously, .  aea r  Note that S is IC.  By Lemma II. 3, we have that .  aea  By (1), we have 

( )a e E Q  and x *R )(Q .ea   Similarly, x *L )(Q *fa , where *fa ).(QE  Therefore, .x AQ  
That is, AQ  is an order ideal of  S . 

 (3) Let .,, SxAQba   Then .Qaxb  On the other hand,  axb *L )(S .)( *axb  Since *L  is a right 

congruence, we have that axb *L )(S * *( ) .axb b  Obviously, .)( *** bbaxb l  Note that S is IC.  By  

Lemma II. 3, we get  .)( *** bbaxb    By (1), ).()( ** QEbaxb    Therefore, axb *L )(Q .)( ** baxb  
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Similarly, axb *R )(Q  )(axba and  )(axba ).(QE  Therefore, .AQaxb   This means that AQ  
is an abundant quasi-ideal of S . 
(4) It follows from (3) and the definition of IC. 
       Theorem III.1 Let S be an IC-quasi-adequate semigroup and F be a bi-order ideal of )(SE . Put 

 * * *: , .a aM a S a F L a F R      Then M is an abundant quasi-ideal of S  with   ),(MEF   

and  .,: FvFuuSvM    

       Proof.  Let F be a  bi-order ideal of )(SE . Then for all ,,, SxMba   axb *L )(S .)( *axb  

Since *L  is a right congruence,  we have  that axb *L )(S * *( ) .axb b   Obviously, .)( *** bbaxb l  Note 

that S is IC.  By Lemma II. 3, we have that  ,)( *** bbaxb   and so .)( ** Fbaxb   Similarly, we can 

prove that axb *R )(S ,)(  axba  and ,a .)( Faxba    Therefore, .Maxb    That is,   
.MMSM   Obviously, M is abundant. This means that M is an abundant quasi- ideal of S . 

        Next, we prove that ).(MEF    It is clear that ).(MEF   We only need to prove ).(MEF   

To see it,  let ).(MEe  Then there exist idempotents Fee ,*  such that e *R )(M e *L .)( *eM   

But S  is an ample semigroup. We have  * .e e e F    This gives that  ).(MEF   

       Now, we prove that  .,: FvFuuSvM    We only need to prove inverse inclusion.   Let 

,uSva  where ., Fvu    Then there is Sx  such that .uxva   Note that ux *L )(S .)( *ux   We have 

that ux v *L )(S vux *)(  since *L  is a right congruence.  Obviously, .)( * vvux l  Again since S is IC, 

by Lemma II. 3, vvux *)( , and so Fvux *)( .  Similarly, ux v *R )(S .)( Fxvu    Therefore, 
.Muxv  This completes the proof. 

Abundant quasi-ideals  on an ample semigroup 

In this section, we will consider abundant quasi-ideals on ample semigroups. 
      Let R be a relation on a semigroup S , Sba ,   and N denote the set of  all non-negative integers. 
We define a relation as follows: 

#),( Rba   ba   or bzzzza nn  121      )( Nn  

Where 1i iz z   denotes 1,i i i i i i i iz u a v z u b v  , and ( , )i ia b   (1 ).i n   We call the above relation a 

Sequence of elementary R  transitions connecting a to b [8]. 
       Theorem IV.1 Let S be an ample semigroup. Then the following statements are true: 
 (1) for all ),(, SEfe   eSf  is a quasi-ideal of  S ;  
 (2)   if eSf  is an abundant quasi-ideal of  S  for all ),(, SEfe   then eSf  is an ample semigroup, 

and   faaeaa ,**  for all eSfa ; 
 (3)   if eSf  is an abundant quasi-ideal of  S  for all ),(, SEfe   then a congruence  on eSf  can be 
extened to a congruence on S . 
         Proof.  (1) This is trivial.  (2) Let eSf  be an abundant quasi-ideal of  S  for all ).(, SEfe    

Then, by Proposition III.1,   it is clear that eSf  is ample.  Let .eSfa   Then a *L )(eSf *a , and 

a *R )(eSf .a   Hence ,*** eaeaa  .  fafaa  
 (3) Let eSf  be an abundant quasi-ideal of  S  for all )(, SEfe   and let    be a congruence  on eSf .   

Denote #  a  congruence on S  generated by  .  We only need to prove .# eSfeSf    

Obviously, .# eSfeSf     Conversely, let eSfeSfyx  #),(  . Then either  yx  or for 

some n  in N  there is a sequence yxxxx n  21  such that   ,iiii vaux   iiii vbux 1  , 

where  ),(,, 1
iiii baSvu   )1( ni  .  Again since exfx  , eyfy  , we have  

yfexfexfexx n  21  
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By (2), ).()(** fevafeufevaafaeufvaaaeufvaeufex iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii    Similarly,  we  have 

).()(1 fevbfeufvbeufex iiiiiii   But  ),( ii ba  and ., eSffevfeu ii   Thus ,),( 1  fexfex ii  

).1( ni   Therefore, .),( yx   The proof is completed. 
      Theorem IV.2  Let M  be an abundant quasi-ideal on an ample semigroup S and   an 
idempotent-separating good congruence on M . Then the following statements are true:  
  (1) ,** baba     ba  ),( Mba  ;  

  (2) if ,1M   then #  is an idempotent-separating good congruence on S ;  

  (3) if #  is an idempotent-separating good congruence on S , then .# MM    
       Proof.  (1) Note that S  is  an ample semigroup.  By Proposition III.1, M is an ample subsemi- 
group of S .  Let Mba ,    such that .a b   Then, by Lemma II.6,   *H )(M  *L ).(M  Hence 

a *L )(M ,b  and so .** ba   Similarly, .  ba  (2) It is clear. (3) Firstly, we  note  that 
#),( ts for all Sts , if and only if either ts   or there exists a sequence  21 sss  

tsn   )( Nn ,  where 1 ii ss  means that iiiiiiii vbusvaus  1,  and ),( ii ba  

)1( ni  . Suppose that ,Msi   we  prove that Msi 1 and 1, ii ss  are  related.      Since   

and # are idempotent-separating good congruences on M  and ),( ii ba , we have  that 

,, 1
**

1


  iiii ssss  
**
ii ba  and   ii ba . Hence ).()( *****

11 iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii svabaussvabausssss 



   Since M is an 

abundant quasi-ideal of S , we have that ,)( MMSMausw iiii     )( **
iiii svaz  MMSM  .  

Thus .1 Msi    But ),( ii ba , we have .),( iiiiii zbwzaw   That is .),( 1 ii ss  Therefore,  if 

Ms and ,),( #ts  then Mt  and .),( ts  That is, .#  MM  The reverse 

containment is clear. Therefore, .# MM    

Conclusions 

 In this paper, we investigate abundant quasi-ideals on IC-abundant semigroups and give some 
properties and characterizations of abundant quasi-ideals on ample semigroups by using the natural 
partial orders on abundant semigroup.  
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